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1. He’d outlast her, thinking he was smarter                                                              #1 HIT SONG 

but, she’d go faster, playing so much harder; 

and he hadn’t factored in his work of art 

the part, that she could wound him in the heart.  

 

2. Pennies on the table, marbles in the snow 

Always walked away from the cards with more to show. 

But, he didn’t know she had him beaten from the start, 

that before he could go, she  would wound him in the heart.  

 

3. Spin the arrow, toss the coin, and pick-up sticks 

shuffle the cards and deal out your dazzling tricks. 

But he didn’t realize she was more than worldly-wise, 

 __ a woman’s hidden dart could wound him in the heart. 

   BRIDGE: Hey, hey scarecrow !  Is that all you’ve got to sow ?                                                               

Better have more to hope to beat her,                                                                                    

two in a row.                                                                                                                                 

You’ll never know the first, her worst,                                                                                               

would pull you in her snare                                                                                                        

as she’d win the purse, with you,                                                                                         

dumbfounded, standing there __                                                                                                

jaw dropped, pockets empty, beat you fair & square ! 

4. Tossing dice, moving pieces on the game board 

Winnings nice, name your price, snag & bag the reward; 

Pile up a hoard that will never fall apart 
__ until you’re marooned, from her wound, right through the heart. 

 

 [INSTRUMENTAL] 

 

5. Ah, but isn’t it good, once you fully understood 

it was meant to be this way __ 

for her to have that special card to play. 

That once you were had, you actually felt glad 

because she’s worth more than all the rest, 

you ended up with all the best. 

  

 

 

  [END] 
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